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FEATURED GAMESFEATURED GAMESFEATURED GAMES

January 2024

23RD
JANUARY 2024

Shining Royal 100

30TH
JANUARY 2024
Golden Furong

16TH
JANUARY 2024 

7s Fury 20

9TH
JANUARY 2024 

20 Super Sevens





HIGHLIGHTS 
›   3+ Scatters pay anywhere on the reels
›  Gamble Feature to double or quadruple   
     your winnings   

 

     

DESCRIPTION 
20 Super Sevens is a classic 5x3 reel 
slot with 20 paylines and 10 symbols. 
To win, players must match symbols 
on the paylines. The 7 is the Wild and 
substitutes for all symbols, except for 
Scatters. Scatter wins are awarded 
when symbols appear randomly on 
any position on the reels and are 
added to line wins.

JANUARY
2024

9th



20 SUPER SEVENS VISUALS





HIGHLIGHTS 
›   3+ Scatters pay anywhere on the reels  
›  Stacked symbols combine into winning
    clusters 
›  Max win potential of 654x
›  Gamble Feature to double or quadruple
    your winnings

     

DESCRIPTION 
7s Fury 20 is a classic 5x3 fruit slot 
with 20 paylines, where the 7 is the 
Wild and the Star is the Scatter, both 
appearing on all the reels. For more 
interesting gameplay, the symbols 
are stackable on the reels, building 
up the expectation of symbols 
combining into winning clusters.

JANUARY
2024

16th



7s FURY 20 VISUALS



23rd
JANUARY

2024DESCRIPTION
Shining Royal 100 is a classic 5x4 fruit slot with 100 paylines. 

Shining crowns and royal jewels add plenty of glitter and glam across the 100 paylines,
 with a max win potential of 5,000x.

HIGHLIGHTS 
› Max win potential of 5,000x

› Double or nothing gamble feature 





HIGHLIGHTS 
›   3 Scatters trigger Free Spins  
›  6+ Chinese Lucky Coins trigger 
    Respin Feature
›  3 Jackpot Levels

     

STORY
Encounter the mystical Serpent 
Water Dragon in Golden Furong, a 
slot adorned with enchanting oriental 
treasures and thrilling surprises. This 
benevolent dragon, a symbol of good 
fortune, guides you through a realm 
of luck and prosperity.

JANUARY
2024

30th



GOLDEN FURONG VISUALS
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February 2024

27TH
FEBRUARY 2024 

Hot Glowing Fruits

6TH
FEBRUARY 2024 

Dragon King MegawaysTM

20TH
FEBRUARY 2024

Great Buffalo Hold’n Win





HIGHLIGHTS 
›   Wilds with Random Multipliers
›  Mystery Symbols transform themselves
    and random symbols into Wilds
›  3+ Yin Yan Scatters trigger up to 25 Free Spins
    with a Random Multiplier of up to x25
›  Bonus game with 7 options of Free Spins 
    and Multiplier or Mystery Choice

     

DESCRIPTION
Join the odyssey of the Dragon King in 
this Megaways™ slot, where the allure 
of 117,649 Megaways to win awaits. 
Immerse yourself in a Chinese-themed 
adventure featuring majestic dragons. 
In the bonus round, seize control with 7 
options, each offering diverse free spin 
quantities, enticing win multipliers, and 
the enigmatic allure of a mystery choice.

FEBRUARY
2024

6th



DRAGON KING MEGAWAYSTM VISUALS



20th
FEBRUARY

2024

DESCRIPTION
Set off on a wild frontier adventure with Great Buffalo Hold’n Win, a captivating 5x4 slot game immersed in the 

untamed realm of Wild West animals. Bison, bears, wolves, and more take center stage in this thrilling saga, 
promising an exhilarating gaming experience that captures the spirit of the untamed wilderness.

HIGHLIGHTS 
› Win 4 Jackpot levels with Respin feature

› 6+ Fireballs trigger Respin feature

› 3+ Scatters trigger Free Spins





HIGHLIGHT 
›   Scatter wins are awarded for symbols
   appearing on any position on the reels

     

DESCRIPTION 
Bask in the radiance of Hot Glowing 
Fruits, a classic 5x3 fruit slot with 
10 paylines where vibrant symbols 
sizzle on the reels and the star takes 
centre stage as the Scatter. The 
allure of a potential 500x win blends 
seamlessly with the fiery appeal of 
these dazzling fruits.

FEBRUARY
2024

27th



HOT GLOWING FRUITS VISUALS



March 2024

26TH
MARCH 2024 

Luxor Secrets Hold’n Win

12TH
MARCH 2024 

Clover Goes Wild

19TH
MARCH 2024

20 Hot Super Fruits

SOME OF OUR MARCH GAMES



12th
MARCH

2024

STORY
Prance around the Irish hills with the leprechauns to the sound of fiddles and flutes as you search

 for pots of gold and make your way into Free Spins. This Irish themed slot is filled with all things lucky, 
from four-leaf clovers and other good luck charms to rainbows and kegs of frothy beer.

HIGHLIGHTS 
› 3+ Gold Pots Scatters award Free Spins

› 4 reel sets spin together during Free Spins

› Rainbow Pot feature



19th
MARCH

2024
DESCRIPTION

Delight in a classic 20-line fruit-themed slot, brimming with surprises as expanding Wilds trigger 
Respins for incredible wins! Watch as Wilds grace the three middle reels, expanding to engulf the entire 
reel, remaining sticky for up to 3 Respins. The other reels, without expanding Wilds, spin anew, with the 
potential for another sticky wild, granting an additional re-spin. The feature unfolds until no more Wilds 

emerge during the re-spin, promising a chance to win up to an enticing 3,000x!

HIGHLIGHTS 
› Expanding Wilds remain sticky for up to 3 Respins

› Additional Respins with the possibility of winning up to 3,000x

› Gamble Feature to double or quadruple your winnings



26th
MARCH

2024

DESCRIPTION
Join the expedition into Ancient Egypt with Luxor Secrets Hold’n Win, a 5x3 slot game revealing the 

mystical realms of ancient civilisation. Pharaoh Tutankhamun stands as the Wild and the Golden Pyramid 
is the Scatter. You will also encounter gods Anubis and Horus Gods, and the revered Scarab.

HIGHLIGHTS 
› During Free Spins, reels 2 to 4 spin together as one gigantic symbol

› 3 Scatters award Free Spins

› 6+ Bonus symbols award Golden Sun Respins

› Bonus symbols award Mini, Minor, Major, and Grand jackpots

› Max win potential of 2,294x

› Gamble Feature to double or quadruple your winnings



9th February 2024 – 5th January 2025 | 10 tournaments


